Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Daily Tekirdag Historical City Tour
Hoskoy, Hora Lighthouse, Hagios Ionnis Theologos Monastery

PRICE STARTING FROM

DURATION

TOUR ID

€ 35 € 35

1 days

23843

ITINERARY
Day 1 : Daily Tekirdag Historical City Tour
Pick you up at 08.30 from your hotel for a daily tour of Tekirdag.
Hoskoy is a cute settlement in the district of Sarkoy in Tekirdag. It is located 20 km from the center of
Sarkoy. Hoskoy, known as Hora in Greek, was largely home to the Greek population during the
Ottoman era. Hoskoy is also home to the Hora Fener (Lighthouse), built by the French in 1861 by
Sultan Abdulmecit. People of Hoskoy generally make their living from olive and grape growing. It is
always possible to find fresh fish in Hoskoy. Because the biggest and most important fishermen's shelter

of the region is located here. In addition to the vintage tours, the region where the paragliding and
treking tours increase gradually offers different experiences to those who want to be in touch with
nature and the sea. Then continue to Hagios Ionnis Theologos Monastery The project tender for the
Hagios Ioannis Theologos Monastery, registered on the 4238-4239 parcel in Hoskoy District of Sarkoy
District of Tekirdag Province, was launched on 12-10-2015. The settlement, known as Ganohora and
dating back to the 1st century, is known to be one of the important religious centers for the Christian
world with its churches and monasteries in the Middle Ages. Sources show that 6 monasteries were
operating in Ganohora in the past. When the land of one of these monasteries, many of which are now
extinct, was put up for sale by the Treasury in 1955, it was taken by the Çetinta? family. It's called 'St.
This monastery, which is Ioannis Theologos, is the only remnant of the monasteries in the region.
Around 17:00 – 18.00 we will depart back to your hotel.
We hope your tour was a memorable one and we look forward to seeing you in the future on another
tour. Have a safe trip back home and thanks for choosing us.

Includes
Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
Pick up from your hotel
Drop back to your hotel
Guided Daily Tekirdag Historical City Tour

Excludes
Insurance: All types
Personal expenses: Lunches, extras at hotel or additional meals
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
International Flights and Domestic Flights

Routes

Available On Dates
23 December, 2020 - 31 March, 2022

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

